. A, Jablonski diagram depicting the ground (S 0 ) and excited states (S 1 ) of a fluorophore (red rectangle) in dilute conditions, in which solvent (blue circles) relaxation occurs more rapidly (τ R ≈ 10
-10 s) than light emission (τ F ≈ 10 -9 s). B, Jablonski diagram corresponding to the same fluorophore in a constrained environment The Vavilov's rule is pursuant to the Kasha's rule, which stipulates that photon emission occurs only "from the lowest excited state of a given multiplicity" (IUPAC definition) , that is, that the S 1 "S 0 transition occurs only from the lowest energy sublevel of S 1 , accessed through vibrational relaxation (dashed arrows, Figure S1A ). However, some exceptions to the classical applications of the Kasha-Vavilov rules exist. In dilute solution, the S 1 "S 0 transition (emission) usually occurs in the 10 -9 to 10 -6 -s time scale (τ F ), that is, slower than the solvent relaxation (τ R ≈ 10 -10 s) that leads to an alignment of solvent dipoles opposite to the fluorophore's dipole to decrease the interaction energy ( Figure S1A ). In highly ordered environments, solvent mobility is restricted and solvent relaxation becomes slower, that is, 
II. Confirmation of REE with TERRA.
The REE is characterized by both the dependence of the wavelength of the emission maximum on the excitation wavelength, λ em max = f(λ ex ), and the reciprocal dependence of the wavelength of the excitation maximum on the emission wavelength, λ ex max = f(λ em ).
Initial demonstration was performed with N-TASQ (10µM) and a DNA quadruplex (22AG, Figure S2 , the correlation between wavelengths of excitation (λ ex ) and emission (λ em max ) is linear, with a strong fit (R 2 = 0.99713) and a slope of 0.81545 that highlights that Stokes shift gradually decreases (from 104 to 76nm) when the λ ex increase towards the red region. 
wavelengths that correspond to lasers of standard confocal microscopes, that is, λ ex = 408, 488 and 555nm, in 10mM lithium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2) + 10mM KCl/90mM LiCl. As seen in Figure S3 , the N-TASQ emission maxima at 474, 519, 592, 607 and 647nm increase only upon interaction with DNA/RNA quadruplexes (and not with duplex-DNA); they 
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consequently confirm the suitability of N-TASQ for the visualization of both DNA and RNA quadruplexes by confocal microscopy.
b/ Reverse titrations with c-Myc: to confirm also the generality of the fluorescence response, reverse titrations were subsequently performed with c-Myc (10µM) and increasing amounts (0 to 10µM) of N-TASQ under excitation at wavelengths that correspond to lasers of standard confocal microscopes, that is, λ ex = 408, 488 and 555nm. As seen in Figure S4 , the N-TASQ emission maxima at 474, 519, 592, 607 and 647nm increase in a doseresponse manner, thus confirming again the suitability of N-TASQ for the quadruplex detection by confocal microscopy. This issue can be conveniently addressed on the basis of the difference between the quantum gains of REE probes versus conventional fluorophores. Here, we have stained fixed MCF7 cells with either N-TASQ (100µM), or BG4 (detected through incubation with a secondary antibodies conjugated to an Alexa594 probe), or both concomitantly. As seen in Figure S9A ,B, images collected upon irradiation at 555nm and collected through the Alexa filter (585nm and above) show that the pattern obtained in the presence of both N-TASQ and BG4 (right panels) correspond to that of BG4 alone (center panels) only, owing to the weak emissive nature of REE probes. This highlight that co-staining experiments can be conveniently performed with both REE and conventional stains. It should be noted that BG4 results are somewhat surprising in MeOH-fixed cells, since nucleoli seems to be strongly labeled while such staining has not been reported in the two initial articles (G. Biffi et al., Nature Chem. 2013 , 5, 182 & Nature Chem. 2014 . This was further investigated via two-photon investigations that provides higher-resolution images (experiments were performed on a Nikon A1-MP scanning microscope (Nikon, Japan) with a ×60 Apo LWD objective (NA: 1.27, Water Immersion, Nikon, Japan)). As seen in Figure S9C ,D, collected images confirm that BG4 labels quadruplexes mostly in cytoplasmic sites (RNA quadruplexes)
after PFA-triton fixation and in nuclear sites (DNA quadruplexes) after MeOH fixation, and that bright foci seen in Figure S9B (center and right panel) actually correspond to isolated nuclear foci and not to nucleoli labelling. N-TASQ/0.625µg/mL BRACO-19 provides suited conditions to observe DNA quadruplexes in an optimal manner in our experimental setup, we performed immunodetection control experiments labelling BRACO-19-treated cells by 1-N-TASQ alone (2.5µM), 2-N-TASQ and BG4 + AlexaFluor594-tagged secondary antibodies (referred to as "2Ab" and "AF-594-3Ab"), and 3-N-TASQ and AF-594-3Ab only. Conclusions drawn from the images seen in Figure S10 are the following: 1-this series of images confirms that the DAPI and FITC channels are completely reflective of N-TASQ staining, while the Alexa channel is not ( Figure S10A) ; 2-the S10 labelling pattern seen in Figure S10B is in agreement with the one seen in Figure 5B (main manuscript) albeit with a lower contrast due to the lower N-TASQ concentration used herein; 3-this series of images also shows that BG4 incubation precludes efficient N-TASQ labelling when it is used at low concentrations possibly due to a competition between the antibody and the ligand ( Figure S10A versus S10B); and 4-that the low-intensity red cytoplasmic background is an artefact of the 2AB+AF594-3Ab antibody per se ( Figure S10C ).
Collectively, these experiments demonstrate that N-TASQ and BG4 can be used concomitantly in a reliable manner and beyond this, that they have similar cellular targets therefore lending credence to the capability of N-TASQ to detect quadruplexes cells. 
